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The House being in the Committee of the Whole on the state of the Union—

Mr. WASHBURN, of Maine, said:

Mr. CHAIRMAN: In the last half of the nineteenth century we find a proposition in the Congress of the Republic to extend the area of slavery. This is the object and purpose of certain provisions in the bill for the organization of the Territories of Nebraska and Kansas. These provisions remove the restrictions imposed by the Missouri compromise. The Badger amendment, and the move the restrictions impored by the Missouri

This is the object and purpose of certain provisions able to present some of them to the notice of Con­

This in the last half of the nineteenth century. In the last half of the eighteenth century opinions and sentiments prevailed in the Colonies and the States of a very different character from what are implied in the bill to which I have referred. I have thought that it might not be ill-timed or unprofit­

At a convention held in Williamsburg, Virginia, August 1, 1774, it was

"Resolved, We will neither ourselves import, nor pur­

"Resolved, That we will not import any slave or slaves imported by any other person, after the first day of November next, either from Africa, the West Indies, or any other place."

Mr. Jefferson addressed a letter to this conven­tion, in which he wrote as follows:

"For the most trifling reason, and sometimes for no con­

At a provincial convention held in North Car­

The Representatives of the district of Darien, in

Georgia, passed a resolution, in 1775, from which I read:

"To show the world that we are not influenced by any contracted or interested motives, but a general philanthropy for all mankind, of whatever climate, language or com­plexion, we hereby declare our disapprobation and abhor­rence of the unnatural practice of slavery in America, (however the uncultivated state of our country or other­
specious arguments may plead for it,) a practice founded in injustice and cruelty, and highly dangerous to our liber­

Mr. Jefferson in the "Notes on Virginia," thus discourses on slavery.

"There must doubtless be an unhappy influence on the manners of our people, produced by the existence of sla­

"Resolved, That we will not import any slave or slaves imported by any other person, after the first day of November next, either from Africa, the West Indies, or any other place."

Mr. Jefferson in the "Notes on Virginia," thus discourses on slavery.

At a provincial convention held in North Car­

"Resolved, That we will not import any slave or slaves, or purchase any slave or slaves imported or brought into this colony by others, from any part of the world, after the first day of November next."

"Resolved, That we will not import any slave or slaves, or purchase any slave or slaves imported or brought into this colony by others, from any part of the world, after the first day of November next."

The representatives of the district of Darien, in
It was a nefarious institution. It was the curse of Heaven on the States where it prevailed. Upon what principle is it that the slaves shall be computed in the representation? Are they men? Then make them citizens, and let them vote. Are they property? Why then, is no other property included?—Fide Madison Papers volume 111, pages 1393-14.

Colonel George Mason, of Virginia, said:

"Slavery discourages arts and manufactures. The slaves produce the most pernicious effects on manners. Every master of slaves is born a petty tyrant. They bring the judgment of Heaven on a country. As nations cannot be rewarded or punished in the next world, they must be in this. By an inevitable chain of causes and effects, Providence punishes national sins by national calamities."—*Fide Madison Papers volume 111, page 1391.

Mr. Ellsworth, of Connecticut:

"Slavery in time will not be a speck in our country."—Same volume, page 1392.

Mr. Sherman, of Connecticut, said:

"He was opposed to a tax on slaves, because it implied they were property."—*Fide Ditto, p. 1399.

Mr. Madison said, in the convention:

"I think it wrong to admit the idea, in the Constitution, that there can be property in man."—Same volume, page 1392.

Mr. Iredell, of North Carolina, in the convention, said:

"That State, speaking of the clause of the Constitution in regard to the slave trade:

"When the entire abolition of slavery takes place, it will be an event which must be pleasing to every generous mind, and every friend of human nature."—*Fide Ellott's Debates.

Mr. Wilson, of Pennsylvania, speaking of the same clause, said:

"I consider it as laying the foundation for banishing slavery out of the land. The new States that are to be formed will be under the control of Congress in this particular, and slaves will never be introduced among them."—*Fide Elliott's Debates.

The Hon. Josiah Parker, of Virginia, a member of the first Congress under the Constitution, said:

"He hoped Congress would do all in their power to re-store to human nature its inherent privileges, and, if possible, wipe off the stigma which America labored under. The inconsistency of our principles, with which we are justly charged, should be done away, that we may show, by an inevitable chain of causes and effects, Providence punishes national sins by national calamities."—*Fide Madison Papers volume 111, page 1393-14.

Mr. Ellsworth, of Connecticut:

"When the entire abolition of slavery takes place, it will be an event which must be pleasing to every generous mind, and every friend of human nature."—*Fide Ellott's Debates.

Mr. Madison said, in the convention:

"I think it wrong to admit the idea, in the Constitution, that there can be property in man."—Same volume, page 1392.

Mr. Iredell, of North Carolina, in the convention, said:

"That State, speaking of the clause of the Constitution in regard to the slave trade:

"When the entire abolition of slavery takes place, it will be an event which must be pleasing to every generous mind, and every friend of human nature."—*Fide Ellott's Debates.

Mr. Wilson, of Pennsylvania, speaking of the same clause, said:

"I consider it as laying the foundation for banishing slavery out of the land. The new States that are to be formed will be under the control of Congress in this particular, and slaves will never be introduced among them."—*Fide Elliott's Debates.

The Hon. Josiah Parker, of Virginia, a member of the first Congress under the Constitution, said:

"He hoped Congress would do all in their power to re-store to human nature its inherent privileges, and, if possible, wipe off the stigma which America labored under. The inconsistency of our principles, with which we are justly charged, should be done away, that we may show, by our actions, the pure beneficence of the doctrine we hold out to the world in our Declaration of Independence."—*Fide Madison Papers volume 111, page 1393-14.

Colonel Bland, of the same State, said:

"He wished slaves had never been introduced into America; but as it was impossible, at this time, to cure the evil, he was very willing to join in any measures that would prevent its extending further."—*Fide Elliott's Debates.

Sir, the views of our fathers, in reference to this vexed and exciting question, found utterance in such expressions as I have quoted. Shall our sentiment?"—Same volume, page 1394.

Mr. Sherman, of Connecticut, said:

"He was opposed to a tax on slaves, because it implied they were property."—*Fide Ditto, p. 1399.

Mr. Madison said, in the convention:

"I think it wrong to admit the idea, in the Constitution, that there can be property in man."—Same volume, page 1392.

Mr. Iredell, of North Carolina, in the convention, said:

"That State, speaking of the clause of the Constitution in regard to the slave trade:

"When the entire abolition of slavery takes place, it will be an event which must be pleasing to every generous mind, and every friend of human nature."—*Fide Ellott's Debates.

Mr. Wilson, of Pennsylvania, speaking of the same clause, said:

"I consider it as laying the foundation for banishing slavery out of the land. The new States that are to be formed will be under the control of Congress in this particular, and slaves will never be introduced among them."—*Fide Elliott's Debates.

The Hon. Josiah Parker, of Virginia, a member of the first Congress under the Constitution, said:

"He hoped Congress would do all in their power to re-store to human nature its inherent privileges, and, if possible, wipe off the stigma which America labored under. The inconsistency of our principles, with which we are justly charged, should be done away, that we may show, by our actions, the pure beneficence of the doctrine we hold out to the world in our Declaration of Independence."—*Fide Madison Papers volume 111, page 1393-14.

Colonel Bland, of the same State, said:

"He wished slaves had never been introduced into America; but as it was impossible, at this time, to cure the evil, he was very willing to join in any measures that would prevent its extending further."—*Fide Elliott's Debates.

Sir, the views of our fathers, in reference to this vexed and exciting question, found utterance in such expressions as I have quoted. Shall our views be expressed by the slavery provisions of this bill? If so, whence this change in public sentiment? Slavery an evil, to be restrained and removed. Slavery a blessing, to be extended and perpetuated. Which side shall we take? What record shall we make up? The gentleman from North Carolina [Mr. Clampson] admits this change, and attributes it to southern propagandism; to a Southern aristocracy, to a Southern hereditary aristocracy. True, he says Washington and Jefferson were of opinion that slavery was evil, and that it would die out by the process of natural change, and attributes it to causes not particularly referred to. He was opposed to a tax on slaves, because it implied they were property. He wished slaves had never been introduced into America; but as it was impossible, at this time, to cure the evil, he was very willing to join in any measures that would prevent its extending further."—*Fide Elliott's Debates.

The Hon. Josiah Parker, of Virginia, a member of the first Congress under the Constitution, said:

"He hoped Congress would do all in their power to re-store to human nature its inherent privileges, and, if possible, wipe off the stigma which America labored under. The inconsistency of our principles, with which we are justly charged, should be done away, that we may show, by our actions, the pure beneficence of the doctrine we hold out to the world in our Declaration of Independence."—*Fide Madison Papers volume 111, page 1393-14.

Colonel Bland, of the same State, said:

"He wished slaves had never been introduced into America; but as it was impossible, at this time, to cure the evil, he was very willing to join in any measures that would prevent its extending further."—*Fide Elliott's Debates.

Sir, the views of our fathers, in reference to this vexed and exciting question, found utterance in such expressions as I have quoted. Shall our views be expressed by the slavery provisions of this bill? If so, whence this change in public sentiment? Slavery an evil, to be restrained and removed. Slavery a blessing, to be extended and perpetuated. Which side shall we take? What record shall we make up? The gentleman from North Carolina [Mr. Clampson] admits this change, and attributes it to southern propagandism; to a Southern aristocracy, to a Southern hereditary aristocracy. True, he says Washington and Jefferson were of opinion that slavery was evil, and that it would die out by the process of natural change, and attributes it to causes not particularly referred to. He was opposed to a tax on slaves, because it implied they were property. He wished slaves had never been introduced into America; but as it was impossible, at this time, to cure the evil, he was very willing to join in any measures that would prevent its extending further."—*Fide Elliott's Debates.
power. How are such "rules and regulations" to be made? Of course, by legislative enactments; and such enactments may, and should be, such as Congress, when it is convinced of the advantages of the Territory, deems wise. It may, if it chooses, and believes that the common welfare will be promoted, refuse to sell an acre of the lands, or to permit a settler to go there. It is not the object of the bill to prevent the country to be settled to-day, or to-morrow. But it may do so, and when it does, it may establish such regulations, and impose such conditions, as the owners (who can only act by majority) shall see fit. It may provide for an organization of the Territory; and, in doing so, if it perceives that without some fundamental restriction, practices may grow up, and institutions be established, which will reduce the value of the lands, and render them unsaleable, lead to disorders and difficulties, it may make such restrictions. Why, sir, the narrowest construction of the constitutional provision in reference to needful rules and regulations, cannot exclude the grant of this power. If Congress should consider that it would be more evil to the Territory, and the country at large, to have slavery established there, or if it should have just reason to apprehend that gambling, in any of its forms, would become the chief occupation of the people, it would be more than strange to say that it may not make such rules and regulations as should render it improbable that slavery would be introduced, or gambling engross the time and waste the substance of the people—rules which would tend to exclude institutions or practices which, by universal consent, would be of evil example, and scandalous to the country, (as polygamy or cannibalism,) and would secure to the National Treasury receipts commensurate with the just value of the lands.

This doctrine of congressional intervention passed unquestioned and unchallenged till 1848, when a new light rose above the horizon—a light which has "led to bewilder," if it has not "dazzled to blind." Then we were told, for the first time, that the people of the Territories should be left to govern themselves—be free from the control, direction, or supervision of the General Government. What people; and who are they to govern? Shall a few agents of the General Government be the rulers of the people? Shall the property owners or their officers, who may have been elected by a few dozen men who go into the Territory, make rules and laws which shall give direction to all succeeding legislation, and fix the character of the institutions to be established there? Because we believe in the doctrine of self-government, shall we say that there are no extreme cases which are exceptions to the rule? Do we say so practically? Minor's, married women, and black men are, in most cases, excluded from the exercise of this right, if it be such; and it is not a little remarkable that this doctrine of universal sovereignty should be first mooted for the special purpose of depriving adult men, guilty of a skin not colored like our own, of the right to govern themselves?

But, if self-government is really meant by the friends of this bill, why have they not provided for it? Why have they carefully excluded it, save in a single particular, if at all? If the first settlers of Nebraska and Kansas are competent to decide upon the great question of slavery, are they not also competent under the Constitution of the United States, for a Territorial Legislature to pass any law in prohibition of slavery? Well, Mr. Chairman, in your faith in popular sovereignty, you have ordained, on the same occasion non-intervention answers, the former, but this bill, on the 9th page, the latter. So if the people shall choose to taboo slavery the slave owner denies the validity of the law, and he goes to the court with his case, a court appointed by the President and Senate of the United States, liable to removal by the President; and do you think that such judges as will be appointed, have never heard of the southern opinion, that it is not a man be a man, or a squatter a squatter, although he may not be a citizen of the United States? Oh, the beauties, rare and radiant, of non-intervention! Proceeding with the bill, I notice, on the seventh page, that certain rules of taxation in respect to property of the United States and of non-residents are established by Congress. All very right, undoubtedly; but very like intervention. The same page acquaints us with the fact that the Governor has a veto on the doings of the Legislature, or the members of Congress—the length of time required by the Legislature to consider the wants and interests of the people of the Territories! Again, we read, "that the right of suffrage and of holding office shall be exercised only by citizens of the United States." Why, sir, I thought the doctrine of "squatter sovereignty," as the Senator from Michigan [Mr. Cass] exultingly termed it, on the morning of the passage of this bill in the Senate, implied that the people of these Territories were to govern themselves without the intervention of our laws—that there a man's rights depended upon the fact that he was a man. May not a man be a man, or a squatter a squatter?
courts. Such, sir, is your doctrine of non-intervention, a little further. The sovereignty you hold is not in the General Government but in the people of the Territory. If so, they may do whatever they choose, pass laws without your intervention or advice, establish their own institutions, create an order of nobility, make a king—why not? This Government cannot intervene. If they do not ask you to admit them as a State, you may require that they shall come in with a republican form of government; but they do not ask you to say or do. You cannot compel them to form a constitution, and petition to be admitted into the Union. They may remain out of the Union indefinitely, and you have no bond of connection with the Territory, although they are within your external boundaries, upon territory ceded to, and the property of, the United States. They are at the same time inside of the Union and outside of it! Yet, such must be the result if you deny the right of intervention. If you admit it, you leave its limitations, from necessity, to the discretion of Congress, under the Constitution. Such are the difficulties and absurdities in the way of a practical exposition of this doctrine. For why will you not require the Territories to govern themselves? You cannot, until they become citizens of States; and not then, even, for they will be under the restraints of the Federal Constitution. The very term, the fact of territorial government repeals the idea of full and unqualified self-government; it is a territorial government; the government of a ward. You pay from the National Treasury the expenses of these governments, you build the public edifices, furnish the libraries, extend over the Territories your revenue and postal laws, and criminal jurisdiction. You care for them, extend to them your aid and protection, you defend them, and you are bound to do it all. You are interested in them, all the States are interested in them, as future partners, and you must make such regulations and impose such conditions for them as will render them desirable partners.

The Senator from Michigan, [Mr. Cass], and the gentleman from Georgia, [Mr. Stephens], have likened the situation of the Territories to that of the American Colonies before the Revolution. But there is no analogy between the cases. The Colonies, were distant, outside dependencies, of the American Union, soon to take their places as sovereign States in this great sisterhood of republics. In the mean time—during their minority, they are to be looked after, cherished and protected by the General Government. If that Government should pass arbitrary and unjust laws to operate on the Territories; should set up an intolerable tyranny over them, the people of the Territories might, as our fathers did, resort to the ultimate rights— the right of revolution.

One word more as to the right of the first settlers in a Territory to fix the character of the institutions to be established therein. These settlers do not, in such case, legislate for the Territory alone; they act for the whole country in some measure. You and I, sir, are interested in what shall be done. We are owners, interested in the soil, in the uses to which it shall be appropriated; in the institutions which shall grow up thereon; whether they shall strengthen the Union, or plant the seeds of dissolution and decay. And I am interested to know whether these infant communities are to be led up into States in which five chancellors shall have a political representation in this House, equal to what is enjoyed by our neighbors and myself. The early legislation concerning the Territories should have regard to all these high interests. These interests are in the keeping of the Government; and the people will hold the Government, and Congress, which is its organ, to a strict responsibility.

But I desire to let the friends of the bill answer each other. The principal grounds upon which it is advocated is that the sovereignty of the Union, equality of rights, or the right of the southern people to carry their slave property into the Territories. The former has a northern and the latter a southern face. Of the friends of repeal, perhaps half of them believe in the Union, and half of them are actually desirous of breaking it up. And of the friends of original sovereignty, the southern half of them are really desirous of the Union, and the northern half is more interested in the slaveholding States than the free. If the Union is to be preserved, the friends of repeal must show how it is done. I now ask your attention to what is said of the doctrine of non-intervention.

Senator Brown, of Mississippi, says:

"What I contend for is, that if the people have the right of self-government, as claimed by the Senator from Michigan, then you have no right to appoint officers to rule over them, nor exact that they shall send up their laws for your approval. And if they have not the sovereignty which entitles them to appoint their own officers, and pass their own laws, independent of your supervision and dictation, then they have not that higher degree of sovereignty which entitles them to say what shall, and what shall not be property in a Territory inhabited by them, and belonging to the States of this Union.

Whatever the Senator's opinions may be, and I do not question his sincerity, the practical results of his action are these: The people, with all their Heaven-born sovereignty, have no right of self-government—of free and uncontrolled self-government—until they come to slavery, and then their power is as boundless as the universe, and as unlimited as God can make it."
him as their Governor. When the Senator comes to reply, I shall be glad to learn from him how he justifies himself in taking a man's commission to rule over a people who have never voted direct from Congress to govern themselves? It seems to me, without explanation, that the Senator has stood, according to his own theory, very much like a usurper; and if I had not the greatest possible veneration and respect for the Senator, I would say a usurper who had impiously interposed to wrest from a people the greatest and by far the most sacred of human rights, the right of self-government."

The Senator from South Carolina, [Mr. Buren,] in the course of the debate in the Senate on this bill, expressed himself as follows:

"I know, sir, that it has been said that we are parting with, or are giving up to the people of the Territories the right to regulate their own concerns, according to their own opinions, independent of the control of Congress. I admit of no such principles. Justice to myself, the honest convictions of my mind, as well as the authority of great minds who have expressed themselves upon this subject, will never allow me to assent to the doctrine, that the first comer upon the soil of a Territory can appropriate it, and become sovereign over it. No, sir; the Federal Government stands to the Territories in the relation of a guardian to a ward. Look at the bill as it stands. It prescribes a government for the people of Nebraska and Kansas; but if this spontaneous, this inherent popular sovereignty is to spring up the moment the people settle in a Territory, and assemb­le themselves to choose a government, we have no power to put them into operation at all. You give them a chart, and say they must obey it. Suppose they do not choose to obey it. Sup­pose that the first act you get from the Territory of Ne­braska or Kansas is one declaring that no slaveholder shall be free from the intermeddling restrictions and arbitrary dic­tion on such matters from any other Power or Govern­ment in which they have no voice. It was out of a viola­tion of this very principle, to a great extent, that the war of the Revolution sprung."

Again:

But, that there should be no controversy as to the people of the Territories had any such right as contended for. I have alluded to this speech barely to answer the gentleman out of his own mouth. I hold that when this Govern­ment gets possession of territory, either by conquest or treaty, it is the duty of Congress to govern it until the people are prepared to be admitted as a State into the Union, at the discretion of Congress.

The gentleman said something more in the same speech which I would commend to his consideration at this time:

"We live, Mr. Chairman, in a strange world. There are many strange characters about us, but nothing seems stranger to me than the rapid change which sometimes takes place under a law and on the introduction of new people."

Now, sir, in the second place, I propose to examine this question briefly in the light of history, precedent, and the opinions of public men expressed before this repeal was agitated.

When taxed with the existence of slavery in this country, it has been our answer and defense, that it was planted amongst us by the British Government and people during our colonial existence; that we were not responsible for its introduction, and that we were not, for our faithfulness in the use of means to alleviate and remove it. It was considered an evil by the people of the Colonies before the Revolution. This appears sufficiently by the extracts which I have given. It was so regarded during the Revolution. I need adduce no other proof of that than the Declaration of Independence, which declares that "all men are created equal," and that they have, among other "inalienable rights," that of "liberty." So after the Revolution; for, in 1793, the Congress of the Confederation made that immortal ordinance which excluded slavery forever from the Northwest Territory. In
1789, in order to establish justice, and to secure the blessings of liberty to themselves and their posterity, our fathers established the Constitution of the United States—an instrument which provided for the abolition of the slave trade in 1808, and which carefully and studiously excludes from its pages the words ‘slave’ and ‘servitude.’ Under this Constitution we live and act. In the light of its provisions and exclusions, and of the fact that the old Congress had but just adopted the ordinance of 1787, can we believe for a moment that it was their intention to frame a Constitution under which Congress would be powerless to restrain the extension of so great an evil as they held slavery to be? Looking along, we find that during the administrations of nearly all the Presidents from Washington to Polk, territorial governments have been organized by Congress, with the approbation of southern and northern Presidents alike, which have contained provisions adverse to the ordinance of 1787 and the Wilmot proviso, and by which this doctrine of intervention and slavery restriction has been recognized and affirmed almost from the foundation of the Government to the present time.

In 1820 this Missouri compromise, which contains the principle of the Wilmot proviso, was made, and principally by southern votes. It was approved by Mr. Monroe, a Virginian, and it is said that the power was signed by the Cabinet, which contained such men as John Quincy Adams, William H. Crawford, John C. Calhoun, and William Wirt. I understand, too, that the Supreme Court have in various decisions, directly or indirectly, recognized its validity. To show how distinctly this doctrine was held so late as 1850 by our leading public men, I will read from the debates of that period, and first from Mr. Clay:

"But I must say, in a few words, that I think there are two sources of power, either of which is sufficient, in my judgment, to authorize the exercise of the power, either to introduce or keep out slavery, outside of the States and within the Territories. Mr. President, I shall not take up time, of which so much has been consumed already, to show you how the power which gives the power to make needful rules and regulations respecting the territory and other property of the United States, conveys the power to legislate for the Territories. Now, sir, recollect when this Constitution was adopted that territory was unoccupied; and how was it possible that Congress could have contained provisions for the benefit of the ceding States and the other States of the Union, had no power whatever to declare what description of settlers should occupy the public lands? Suppose that Congress had taken up the notion that slavery would enhance the value of the land, and, with a view to replenish the public Treasury, and augment the revenue from that source, that the introduction of slavery there would be more advantageous than its exclusion, would they not have had the right, under that clause which authorizes Congress to make the necessary rules and regulations respecting the territory and other property belonging to the United States—would they have no right, discretion, or authority—whatever you may choose to call it—to say that anybody who chose to bring his slaves and settle upon the land and improve it, should it do so? It might be said that it would enhance the value of the property; it would give importance to the country; it would build up towns and villages; and, in fine, we may suppose that Congress might think that the greater the revenue might be derived from the waste lands by the introduction of slavery than could by any other means be derived; and will it be contended, if they so thought, that they would have no right to make such a rule?"

If I will not dwell upon this part of the subject, but have said there is another source of power equally as ample, in my mind, equally conclusive as that which relates specifically to the Territories. That is the treaty-making power—the acquiring power. Now, I put it to gentlemen, is there not at this moment somewhere existing, the power either to admit or exclude slavery from the territories acquired from Mexico? It is not an annihilated power. That power was conceded, that power was recognised, that power exists. And where does it exist? It existed—no one, I presume, questions it prior to the cession of those territories. Mexico could have abolished slavery, or have introduced slavery, either in California or New Mexico. Nor do I think that power must have been renounced, as it will deny that? Mexico has parted with the territory, and with it the sovereignty over the territory; and to whom did she transfer it? She transferred the territory and the sovereignty over the territory to the Government of the United States. The Government of the United States then acquired all the territory, and all the sovereignty over that territory which Mexico held in California and New Mexico prior to the cession of these territories. The Government of the United States, therefore, possesses all the powers which Mexico possessed over those territories; and the Government of the United States can do with reference to them—within, I admit, certain limits of the Constitution—whatever Mexico could have done. There are prohibitions upon the power of Congress, within the Constitution, which prohibits, I admit, must apply to Congress whenever it legislates, whether for the old States or the new Territories; but within the scope of these prohibitions, and none of them restraining the exercise of the power of Congress upon the subject of slavery; the powers of Congress are conclusive and coequal with the powers of Mexico prior to the cession."

The power of acquisition by treaty draws with it the power to govern the territory acquired by such treaty. If there be a power to acquire, there must be a power to govern; and I think, therefore, without at present dwelling further upon this part of the subject, that from the two sources of authority in Congress to which I have referred, may be traced the power of the Government of the United States to act upon the Territories in general."

I now read from Senator BAGDER:

"I have said it at home: I have said it everywhere—I have said it at large mass meetings, and I choose to say it again, because I have no concealment upon this subject, and believe that what I aim at can be best accomplished by a frank avowal of the truth—so far as I understand it. I have said, and I say again, that Congress has the constitutional power to apply the Wilmot proviso to this Territory, and to all the Territories that belong to the United States. I believe that Congress has entire power and jurisdiction over the Territories—that we are the supreme law giver on them—may dispose of their institutions as we think right, and let in and shut out just whom and just what we please."

Mr. DOUGLAS, speaking of the slavery restriction applied the Oregon bill in 1845, and for which he voted, remarked:

"It is a simple, plain provision of law, older than the Government itself, and, in my opinion, entirely unnecessary; at the same time that it is free from insurmountable constitutional difficulty, with the sanction of precedents under almost every Administration, to warrant its adoption."

And of the Missouri compromise he spoke as follows:

"That measure was adopted in the bill for the admission of Missouri by the union of northern and southern votes. The South has always professed to be willing to abide by it, and even to continue it, as a fair and honorable adjustment of a vexed and difficult question. In 1845 it was adopted in the resolutions for the annexation of Texas by southern as well as northern votes, without the slightest complaint that it was unfair to any section of the country. In 1846 it secured the support of every southern member of Congress—Whig and Democrat, without exception—as an alternative measure to the Wilmot proviso. And again, in 1848, as an amendment to the Oregon bill, on which it received the vote, if I recollect right, of every southern Senator, without the slightest complaint or objection, from Senator from South Carolina himself, [Mr. Calhoun.]

If this principle of slavery restriction by Congress had been deemed unconstitutional, or so very objectionable as gentlemen now contend, how could it have received the vote of all the southern Senators, as above stated and how could it have been moved by the Senator from Illinois himself? And
does this extract look as if southern gentlemen, or the Senators, the whole Union, be referred to, that a refusal by the North to continue the Missouri line would obliterate the line already established?

Now, I desire to know, Mr. Chairman, if any question under the Constitution can ever be settled; Sir, is it possible for any right or power, in respect to which a doubt can be raised, to be better established than this of slavery restriction by Congress? We have contemporaneous construction—sixty years of acquiescence and affirmation by all the authorities, departments, and tribunals of the Government, and the intelligent assent of the entire people.
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friends of the bill answer the southern friends; and I think they do it most effectually. Mr. Douglas advertised this argument in 1850 in terms like these:

"But you say that we propose to prohibit by law your emigrating to the Territories with your property. We propose no such thing. We recognize your right, in common with our own, to emigrate to the Territories with your property, and there hold and enjoy it in subordination to the laws of the United States, and in accordance with those laws, in some respects, differ from our own, as the laws of the various States of this Union vary, on some points, from the laws of each other. Some species of property are excluded by law in most of the States, as well as Territories, as being unwise, immoral, or contrary to the principles of sound public policy. For instance, the banker is prohibited from emigrating to Minnesota, Oregon, or California, with his bank. This may be property by the laws of New York, but ceases to be so when taken into a State or Territory where banking is prohibited by the local law. So, ardent spirits, whisky, brandy, all the intoxicating drinks, are recognized and protected as property in most of the States, if not all of them; but no citizen, whether from the North or South, can take this species of property with him, and hold, sell, or use it at his pleasure in all the Territories, because it is prohibited by the local law in Oregon by the statutes of the Territory, and in the Indian country by the acts of Congress. Nor can a man go there and take and hold his slave, for the same reason. These laws and many others involving similar principles, are directed against no other articles involving such principles. He said:

"The second objection which I propose to consider, connected with this alleged seizure of the public domain, is, that a southern man cannot go there to take care of his property, and be unable to take his property with him, and is thus excluded by peculiar considerations from his share of the common property. So far as this branch of the subject connects itself with slaves, regarded merely as property, it is certainly true that the necessity of leaving and of disposing of them may prove a state of things incident to all emigration to distant regions; for there are many species of that property, which constitutes the common stock of society, that cannot be taken there. Some because they are prohibited by the laws of nature, as houses and farms; others because they are prohibited by the laws of man, as slaves, incorporated companies, monopolies, and many interdicted articles; and others again, because they are prohibited by local law, which regulate the transportation of property, and virtually confine much of it within certain limits which it cannot overcome, with the consequence of the expense attending distant removal; and among these latter articles are cattle, and much of the property of the man, which is everywhere to be had, but the remedy in all these cases is the same, and is equally applicable to all classes of proprietor, whether living in Massachusetts, or New York, or South Carolina, and the like, to convert these various kinds of property into universal representative of value, money, and to take that to these new regions, where it will command whatever may be necessary to comfort or to prosperous enterprise. In all these instances the practical result is the same, and the same is the condition of equality."

Again:

"Such a principle would strike at independent and necessary legislation, at many police laws, at sanitary laws, and at the protection of public and private morals. Ardent spirits, deadly poisons, implements of gaming, as well as various articles, doubtless foreign hogs, among others, injurious to a prosperous condition of a new society, would be placed beyond the reach of legislative interdiction, whatever might be the wishes of the country upon the subject. For the constitutional right by which it is claimed that these species of property may be taken away from the Territories and the United States can not be controlled, if it exist by the local Legislatures; for that it might lead, and in many cases would lead, to the restriction of its value."

And we are thus brought to this strange practical result: that in all controversies relative to these prohibited articles, it is not the statute-book of other Governments, which are to be held, which must be consulted to ascertain the rights of the parties, but the statute-books of other Governments, which are to be held, in effect, bring their laws with them, and hold on to them."

III. The Missouri compromise (so called) was not a compact binding the slaveholding section of the country, because it had not the proper parties to create such obligation.

I maintain that the legislation, in virtue of which Missouri was admitted into the Union, had the essential elements of a compromise or compact, and that the North may fairly hold the South to a faithful observance of its provisions. When Congress was called upon to pass an act preparatory to the admission of Missouri, the northern members of the House, with great unanimity, opposed her admission as a slave State. Many attempts were made to carry the measure, but they all failed... It became apparent that no act could pass the House of Representatives by the terms like these:

"But you say that we propose to prohibit by law your emigrating to the Territories with your property. We propose no such thing. We recognize your right, in common with our own, to emigrate to the Territories with your property, and there hold and enjoy it in subordination to the laws of the United States, and in accordance with those laws, in some respects, differ from our own, as the laws of the various States of this Union vary, on some points, from the laws of each other. Some species of property are excluded by law in most of the States, as well as Territories, as being unwise, immoral, or contrary to the principles of sound public policy. For instance, the banker is prohibited from emigrating to Minnesota, Oregon, or California, with his bank. This may be property by the laws of New York, but ceases to be so when taken into a State or Territory where banking is prohibited by the local law. So, ardent spirits, whisky, brandy, all the intoxicating drinks, are recognized and protected as property in most of the States, if not all of them; but no citizen, whether from the North or South, can take this species of property with him, and hold, sell, or use it at his pleasure in all the Territories, because it is prohibited by the local law in Oregon by the statutes of the Territory, and in the Indian country by the acts of Congress. Nor can a man go there and take and hold his slave, for the same reason. These laws and many others involving similar principles, are directed against no other articles involving such principles.

Ardent spirits, deadly poisons, implements of gaming, as well as various articles, doubtless foreign hogs, among others, injurious to a prosperous condition of a new society, would be placed beyond the reach of legislative interdiction, whatever might be the wishes of the country upon the subject. For the constitutional right by which it is claimed that these species of property may be taken away from the Territories and the United States can not be controlled, if it exist by the local Legislatures; for that it might lead, and in many cases would lead, to the restriction of its value.

And we are thus brought to this strange practical result: that in all controversies relative to these prohibited articles, it is not the statute-book of other Governments, which are to be held, which must be consulted to ascertain the
Soil tendencies, inquired of the gentleman from Ohio [Mr. Giddings] why the bill did not contain the Wilmot proviso? Mr. Giddings, in reply, after quoting the eighth section of the act of 1820, remarked that:

"This law stands perpetually, and I did not think that this act would receive any increased validity by a reenactment. There I leave the matter. It is very clear that the territory included in that treaty must be forever free, unless that law be repealed."

And yet, sir, no gentleman proposed to amend the bill; and it passed this branch by a vote of ninety-eight to forty-three, a large number of southern members voting with the majority. The bill went to the Senate, and was there pressed by the Senator from Illinois, without any suggestion of change in its provisions so far as respects slavery, but it failed for want of time, and, I think, for no other reason. It was at this time that the Senator from Missouri [Mr. Atchison] made the declaration which has been alluded to in this debate.

He said:

"I have always been of opinion that the first great error committed in the political history of this country was the ordinance of 1787, rendering the Northwest Territory free territory. That was the Missouri compromise. But they are both irreparable. There is no remedy for them. We must submit to them. I am prepared to do it.

"It is evident that the Missouri compromise cannot be repealed. So far as that question is concerned, we might as well consider the admission of this Territory now as next year, or five or ten years hence."

Now, I beg to ask, whence this new light which has so suddenly flashed upon the minds of honorable and learned members? Were they staid and silent in 1820? Who had impressed them with their memories and their wits? If the Missouri compromise is unconstitutional, unjust, and superseded by the principles of the compromise of 1850, in 1854, was it not equally so in 1853? And if so, did not gentlemen know it then as well as they do now? And, if they knew it, how could they vote for it—so unjust, so greatly wrong, so flagrantly unconstitutional, as they declare it to be? Oh! sir, can anything be more impudent, more audacious, more insulting to the good sense of the American people, than this attempt to annul the Missouri compromise, for the reasons now assigned for the act?

IV. and V. The act preparatory to the admission of Missouri, if originally binding upon the South as a compromise, has, by repeated violations on the part of the North, ceased to have any such obligation, and, besides, is inconsistent with the compromise of 1850.

It was violated by the North, as some gentlemen contend, in 1821, when Missouri, having adopted a constitution, asked for admission as a State. The objection of the North at that time was, as everybody knows, or ought to know, wholly independent of the fact that her constitution tolerated slaveholding. It was because that constitution contained a provision for the exclusion from the State of free people of color. The gentleman from Louisiana [Mr. Hunt] has set this matter right so clearly and so well, that I need not dwell upon it. It was then that the joint resolution for the admission of Missouri, in which Mr. Clay acted so conspicuous a part, was adopted.

When this resolution was passed, and Missouri admitted, the compromise, if before inchoate and executory, became a fixed fact, a compact executed in behalf of the South, and complete and perfect in its obligation. If Missouri had never asked to be admitted, the act of the previous session would have remained executory, and perhaps repealable, without any suggestion of bad faith; but when it had been so far carried out as to admit Missouri, then, in all honor and good neighborhood, it was irrepealable by the South.

The North violated the compromise, insists the gentleman from Georgia, [Mr. Stephens] in 1856, when Arkansas applied for leave to come in as a State. He tells us that Mr. John Quincy Adams led off the northern forces in opposition to her admission, and leaves it to be inferred that this opposition was because she would be a slave State. Mark how plain a tale shall answer the gentleman. I quote what Mr. Adams said upon that occasion:

"Mr. Chairman, I cannot, consistently with my sense of my obligations as a citizen of the United States, and bound by oath to support the Constitution, not object to the admission of Arkansas into the Union as a slave State. I cannot propose or agree to make it a condition of her admission, that a convention of her people shall expunge this article from her constitution."

Again:

"Arkansas, therefore, comes, and has a right to come, into the Union with her slaves and her slave laws. It is written in the bond; and however I may lament that it ever was written, I must faithfully perform its obligations."

The following will show what he did object to:

"But I am unwilling that Congress, in accepting her constitution, should even lie under the imputation of consenting to an article in the constitution of a State which withdraws from its Legislature the power of giving freedom to the slave."

Is this the way history is to be made out a case?

Again, we are informed that this compromise was violated by the North in 1845, 1846, and 1850. A learned and able Senator [Mr. Badger] contends that the line of 36° 30' was to apply to States as well as Territories, and to all territory, as well as to such as might thereafter be acquired, as to the territory then held by the United States. This, he says, was the idea, the principle of the compromise:

"The Missouri compromise law intended to fix it as a rule for all Territories of the United States. It is applied in terms to all that territory which was ceded by France; but we had no other territory. That was all the territory which we then had, whose destiny was to be settled by an act of Congress. Therefore, the further principle involved was this: There would be no compromise, and no question between the different portions of the Union then and forever."

Well, sir, that rule or principle, as we are assured, having been violated by the North, and being no longer in force, was succeeded, or superseded, by a new principle in 1850, the principle of non-intervention.

I cannot help thinking that these assumptions of the Senator are unwarranted by anything which has been done, or omitted to be done, by Congress, from 1820 to this time. When Missouri was admitted, slavery existed within her limits, as it did in what is now Arkansas. There were then no slaves, except in Missouri, north of the line of 36° 30'. The great thought, the principle of the compromise of 1850, was, that where slavery then existed in fact, it should be permitted to remain; but that from all the territory which we possessed, into which it had not found its way, it should be forever excluded. The idea was clearly that of prohibition. The law provided that in territory where slavery did not then actually exist it never should exist. This was the
fact. What principle but that of restriction could be deduced from this fact?

In 1845, when Texas was annexed, the same principle was adhered to. Slavery was in Texas, and it was not to be abolished by Congress; but it was not to be extended by possibility to territory then free; and the principle of slavery restriction was distinctly affirmed. Here is the third article of the second section of the joint resolution for annexing Texas:

"New States, of convenient size, not exceeding four in number, in addition to said State of Texas, having sufficient population, may hereafter, by the consent of said State, be formed out of the territory thereof, which shall be entitled to admission under the provisions of the Federal Constitution. And such States as may be formed out of that portion of said territory lying south of 36° 30' north latitude, commonly known as the Missouri compromise line, shall be admitted into the Union, with or without slavery, as the people of each State asking admission may desire, and in such State or States as shall be formed out of the territory south of said Missouri compromise line, slavery or involuntary servitude (except for crime) shall be prohibited."

The North did not at this time undertake to disturb the Missouri line. She did not then attempt, and she never has attempted, to interfere with slavery in Missouri or Arkansas, or impair their rights as States. When the Territory of Oregon was organized in 1848, the principle of slavery prohibition was recognized by the adoption of the Wilmot proviso.

That the constitutionality of the principle could not have been seriously questioned at that time, is manifest from the fact that the Oregon bill obtained the official sanction of President Polk.

There was when this bill was before the Senate that Mr. Webster said, in reference to the principle of the Wilmot proviso:

"For one, I wish to avoid all committals, all traps, by way of preamble or recital; and, as I do not intend to discuss this question at large, I content myself with saying, in few words, that my opposition to the further extension of local slavery in this country, or to the increase of slave representation in Congress, is general and universal. It has no reference to limits of latitude or points of the compass. I shall oppose all such extension, and all such increase, in all places, at all times, under all circumstances, even against all inducements, against all supposed limitations of great interests, against all combinations, against all compromisers."

This action of Congress was in harmony with the principle of the Missouri compromise, and was a legitimate expression of that principle on a fit occasion.

And now, sir, to come down to the compromise acts of 1850. In what respect, and how, did the North at this time violate the compromise of 1850? Which of these acts is inconsistent with that compromise, and which contains the principles of non-intervention? The acts for the organization of the Territories of Utah and New Mexico, and for the Texas boundary settlement, are the only laws of that series which bear at all upon these questions. Let us examine them.

In the fifth clause of the first section of the Texas boundary bill, one of the acts constituting the compromise of 1850, are these words:

"That nothing herein contained shall be construed to impair or annul anything contained in the third article of the second section of the joint resolution for annexing Texas to the United States, approved March 1, 1845, either as regards the number of States that may hereafter be formed out of the State of Texas, or otherwise."

Here, by reference to the joint resolution which I have read, we find that the Missouri compromise was not only not repudiated, not only not ignored, but expressly referred to and recognized as an existing fact and of continuing obligation; and yet we are told that Congress at this time was legislating in such way as to work its complete abrogation.

The New Mexico and Utah acts provide that those Territories, when ready to become States, may be admitted with, or without slavery as their constitutions shall prescribe. It was not intended to introduce slavery into these Territories. The South, of course, views the question in another light; and the Northern claim is that the acts of Congress may do no possible good; it will be regarded by the South as an unnecessary act for the protection of the North, and as something insisted upon merely to taunt her. Considerations like these, all implying the duty and the principle of restriction, prevailed with a sufficient number of northern members to induce them to forego the Wilmot proviso.

They think they made a mistake; but I will not charge them with abandoning the principle. For when I see the grounds upon which they acted, I perceive that they meant to adhere to it, and by their action did affirm, this principle. To the testimony. And first, I will read from one of the resolutions offered by Mr. Clay, in February, 1850:

"Resolved, That as slavery does not exist by law, and is not likely to be introduced into any of the territory acquired by the United States from the Republic of Mexico, it is expedient for Congress to provide by law, with reference to its introduction, or exclusion from, any part of the said territory."

From Mr. Clay's speech, made upon his resolutions, I read as follows:

"I take it for granted that what I have said will satisfy the Senate of that first truth, that slavery does not exist there by law, unless slaves were carried there by the introduction of the treaty was ratified by the two parties to the treaty, under the operation of the Constitution of the United States."

Now really, I must say, that the idea that, co instanti, upon the consummation of the treaty, the Constitution of the United States spread itself over the acquired country, and carried with it the institution of slavery, is an idea irreconcilable with any comprehension, or any reason which I possess, that I hardly know how to answer it."

Mr. Clay, so far from thinking that the legislation of 1850 would in principle open up the Territory to slavery, used this language:

"But, unhappily, we should be involved in war, in civil war, between the two parts of this Constitution, in which the effort upon the one side should be to restrain the introduction of slavery into the new Territories, and upon
admitted; governments for the Territories must be established; and thus the controversy will end, and I trust forever.

Forever! I can hardly think that the Senator then supposed that in less than four years he would feel himself constrained, by the effect of such legislation as then promised perpetual peace, and by a sense of duty, to open anew the fountains of slavery agitation.

Mr. Chairman, I think I have shown pretty conclusively that the compromise laws of 1850 could have established no such principles as it is now insisted they did. But if I am wrong in this, I submit that such principles could apply only to future acquisitions, or to territories whose status or condition in respect to slavery was not already fixed by law. The laws which contained such principles could not involve the abrogation of a compact which had been fully executed in favor of one party, in such way as to wholly deprive the other party of what it had reluctantly accepted as its portion in the division.

Having considered what I understand to be the main arguments for the abrogation of the Missouri compromise, I pass to notice, briefly, some of the minor reasons and incidental remarks by which it is attempted to be justified or excused; and to answer, in closing, a few general observations on the question.

It has been stoutly denied by the gentlemen from Kentucky [Mr. Erwin and Mr. Breckenridge] that Mr. Clay took any leading or prominent part in the discussions of the Missouri compromise; that he was to any considerable extent responsible for it, or that he would, if living, insist upon its preservation. I think these gentlemen do great injustice to the memory of their illustrious friend. I believe that history is entirely conclusive upon this point—that Henry Clay did more than any other man to effect this settlement. I am quite sure that he thought so; at any rate he knew that the country thought so, and he never disapproved of this opinion. He never corrected the statements to this effect, in the numerous memoirs and notices of his life which were published before his decease. He had been called the great Pacificator, the great Compromiser. Why, if not for his connection with this compromise, and the tariff compromise of 1833? In a speech which he made upon the compromise of 1833, he said:

"I derive great consolation from finding myself, on this occasion, in the midst of friends with whom I have long conversed, in personal intercourse, these acquired territories—in the generally conceded opinion that there is no likelihood, in point of fact, that slavery will ever reach these Territories—what motive can be assigned, what reason, which addresses itself to the mind of the statesman, can be urged why this provision should be adopted? It is not a provision which is to accomplish any object—which is to exclude, by its force, from the Territory, what would otherwise be found there. There is, therefore, no end to be accomplished for which it is necessary; there is no result to be produced by it that will not come without it."
doubt be voted for—it—the joint resolution of 1821, which gave it effect, and the vigor and force of a compact; which enabled the slaveholding country to receive and enjoy its part of the bargain; which sealed the compromise, and was the compromise, was his work.

Volumes have been written to prove that there never was such a man as Homer; that the Iliad and the Odyssey are but aggregations of the ballads, songs, &c., of the early Grecian bards; and in our own day an ingenious gentleman has undertaken to establish the fact, and I am told that he has done it unanswerably, that there never lived such a man as Napoleon Bonaparte. I am waiting with some impatience to see the gentlemen from Kentucky rise upon this floor, and gravely attempt to convince us that Henry Clay—the great commoner, the great pacificator, the man who "would rather be right than President"—was after all but the hero of a myth.

We have been told by southern gentlemen that this is a boon tendered by the North, and asked if they are to refuse it. But are they quite sure that it has been offered by the North? Would they reject it if not thus offered? If so, let them stand aside, and see what the northern members (who can themselves legally execute the tender, if they desire) will do. Then, if the boon is tendered, they may receive it and enjoy it. But let them not, by their votes, secure it, and then tell us, the North did it! The North did it! Does the vote on the motion of the gentleman from New York, [Mr. Cutting,] to refer the bill to the Committee of the Whole on the state of the Union, look as if the North would do any such thing? The vote of northern members on that motion was—103 years, 26 nays; as follows:

**Year:**

**Maine—Benson, Fairley, Fuller, Mayall, and Washburne—6.**

**New Hampshire—Kittredge, and Morrison—9.**

**Massachusetts—Appleton, Banks, Urecker, De Witt, Dickenson, Edwards, Goodrich, Latham, Walley, and Tappan Wentworth—10.**

**Rhode Island—Thomas Dorr, and Thurston—9.**

**Connecticut—Belcher, Pratt, and Seymour—2.**

**Vermont—Moore, Sabin, and Tracy—3.**


**New Jersey—Lilly, Pennington, Selkowitz, and Vall—4.**

**Pennsylvania—Chandler, Curtis, Dick, Everhart, Gamble, Grow, Hester, McColloch, Middlesworth, David Ritchie, Russell, Staub, Trent, and Wutte—14.**

**Ohio—Bull, Biles, Campbell, Corwin, Egerton, Giddings, Green, Haring, Harrison, Johnson, Nichols, Thomas L. Ritchie, Andrew Stuart, John L. Taylor, and Wade—15.**

**Indiana—Chamberlain, Eddy, Andrew J. Harlan, Lane, Mace, and Parker—6.**

**Illinois—Bowen, Knox, Norton, E. B. Washburne, John Wentworth, and Yates—6.**

**Michigan—Noble, and Hester L. Stevens—5.**

**Wisconsin—Eastman, DeCrey, and Wells—5.**

**Nebraska—**

**Michigan—James Allen, Willis Allen, and Richardson—2.**

**Michigan—Clark—1.**

**Iowa—Heights—1.**

**Wisconsin—None.**

**California—Latham, and McDougall—2.**

Men talk about southern principles and northern principles in connection with this question, often, it seems to me, with little thought of what they are saying: as if in a controversy in respect to honor, good faith, and historical truth, there could be any difference of principle among honorable men North or South; as if questions of fidelity and fact were to be determined by degrees of latitude; as if northern principles or southern principles would tolerate a palpable breach of a contract deliberately entered into, whenever either section should believe its interests would be promoted by such breach. With the gentleman from Louisiana [Mr. Hunt] I may, and undoubtedly do, differ on many points concerning the institution of slavery. But, sir, as to what good faith and honor require in the matter of engagements and compacts, we can have no difference. When, the other day, he stood up in this Hall, and with the spirit and bearing of a just and honorable man, denounced, in bold and eloquent terms, what he could not help believing to be a violation of a solemn compact, there was not a man in his presence but respected him—not a true, brave heart but felt better and braver than before, and stronger in his own ability and purpose to do his duty like a man, whatever he might deem that duty to be—not one but felt within something of the dignity and grandeur of a true manhood. Mr. Chairman, with the cant of "our northern brethren" and "our southern brethren," I am tired and sick. We are brothers all, and we know and feel it; but why talk about it everlastingly, and too often in such manner as to imply to all high-toned minds that it is but talk. I fear not that any southern man, worthy of the South, will doubt that he has my respect as truly as if he belonged to my own section of the country, although I may not be continually reminding him of the fact. And there are northern men who can never, in their hearts, believe that they possess it, let me tell them with what. But, sir, this Nebraska business, bad as it is—and God knows it could not easily be worse—will not be without its compensations. If I do not misread the signs of the times, they pretend an interest in the welfare of the South; at least, of those politicians in the North; some of whom, I am told, have herefore found their way into these Halls. I refer to the 'Umble Heeps and respectable Lithimer of politics—your self-sacrificing patriots, who 'abase themselves that they may be exalted;" your soft-footed men, who profess one thing at home, and vote another here, and who are always but too happy if they can obtain the countenance and patronage of older donkeys than themselves.

Mr. Chairman, of the motives which have influenced the Senator from Illinois and the President in their action upon this question, I am not authorized to judge. It has been suggested that party straits and necessities required this measure of the Administration. But what party end or acquisition could justify such awful price? No, sir; we must not yield to this suggestion.

Shall we believe that the inducing cause of such action was to aid any man's prospects for the presidency? To this question I answer, such an issue as the situation presents, for such purpose, would be a wantonness of wickedness which should in itself pre-
duce the consent of that State to a boundary line with New Mexico, although she was far from being satisfied that Texas had given up any territory to which she had a just claim. But of this she made little complaint.

Then the fugitive slave law was passed; but I need not tell you what she thought of that—how hard it was to take—or that she submitted to it as gracefully as she could. The learned and distinguished Senator from Massachusetts [Mr. Er- rick] will not be charged with having overstated the case when he said, a few weeks ago, in the Senate, that Mr. Webster, in his 7th of March speech,

"To the very verge of the public sentiment in the non-slaveholding States, and that to have gone a hair’s breadth further, would have been a step too bold even for his great weight of character."

It was in reference to these acts that General Foote said, in December, 1851, that the South had gained all that she claimed; and when he said this, he had no thought that she had obtained the abro- gation of the Missouri compromise.

Sir, when the North had, by this legislation, yielded so much for the sake of peace and harmony, and when the finality and comprehensiveness of the settlement had been affirmed again and again, she did not fear, she had no reason to fear, a reopening of the slavery question so soon as this; certainly not by those who succeeded so well in the arrangement which had been effected. She had acquiesced; she was quiet. She had made no aggressions, and none were made. At such a time, and under such circumstances, you of the South pro- cure, or permit this bill to be brought into these Halls. Though introduced by a northern Sena- tor, acting in concert with a northern President, it is nevertheless your measure, supported as it is by nearly the entire southern delegation in Con- gress. Without such support it could not live an hour. It is you, then, who are responsible for the agitation it will not fail to produce, and for all the consequences that will result from its intro- duction. Three months ago the country was in profound repose, a repose which the North has in no way sought to disturb; but which she finds, to her grief and alarm, you are bent upon destroy- ing. She has not moved; she has let things alone, and replaced her in 1850, and upon the title which you confirmed in 1850, and in 1853. She claims not what is yours, but only to the limits yourselves had acquiesced in. Can she, with safety or honor, recede from those limits? If she does, where is the men so little and the places so lofty, that, casting my pebble I only show where they stand—of politicians and not statesmen, of dex- trous and cunning rather than wise and strong men, who, looking before and after, scan, with unerring vision, the just proportions of public measures, comprehend their meaning, and foresee their consequences. There are eddies in the cur- rent of every nation’s history, where the supple and the adroit perform their feats and play fantasia. They do the delight and adornment of the bystanders, gaining such applause as is yielded to the ring and tight rope, until they tire of their profuse exhibitions, and sink, and are forgotten.

No success can be but nominal; no popularity, itself imposes. It is for the reason that slavery is a constant aggressive; that no barriers can hold it, no repose give it rest. It must go forward, or die—the moment it halts, it recedes.

An honorable Senator from South Carolina, [Mr. Bevill], a very able man, with whose clearness of statement, and scholarly, vigorous style I am always delighted, has said:

* * * I will undertake to maintain that the Missouri com-promise, notwithstanding the laudations of the honorable Senator from Massachusetts [Mr. Er- rick], instead of bringing with it peace and harmony, has brought with it sectional strife; that it is, instead of being a healing salve, a thorn in the side of the southern portion of this Confederacy, and the sooner you extract it, the sooner you will restore harmony and health to the body-politic."

If this be true, how does it happen? Because the North has ever been unhappy to its own accord to the agreement? Surely not. She has at all times lived up to the very letter of the bond, and has never, in any manner, done that which could be construed by suspicion itself as impugning its spirit. That the compromise is a thorn in the side of the South, is no fault of the North. If it be such a thorn, it is simply because slavery can submit to no limits or restraints, not even to those which the North has imposed; it is for the reason that slavery is under an inevitable, inexorable necessity to be constantly aggressive; that no barriers can hold it, no repose give it rest. It must go forward, or die—the moment it halts, it recedes.

Let us see how things have gone on during this century. In 1803, Louisiana, a slave Territory, was purchased of France. Three slave States and one free State have been formed out of it; and we are now told that freedom has had enough. Then, in 1819, Florida was annexed, to give us five more, while the free States have acquired but California, and a hope for New Mex-ico. Three slave States, and the Territories were organized in 1850, without the Wilmot proviso. Whether or not the North yielded anything of practical value in this, she was made to recede from a position which she felt herself bound in honor and all fidelity to a great cause to maintain. By one of the compromise laws of this year she was made to pay to Texas her portion of $10,000,000, to in-
So far from your being permitted to comfort yourselves, as the gentleman from Georgia, [Mr. Stephens,] and others, have done, with the idea that the North will acquiesce in this measure as she did that of 1850, he assured that her submission then will nerve her to the more earnest and determined opposition now. Upon questions relating to slavery the South has always been united. She could at any time bring all her forces to bear upon any point to which she would direct them. In this she has had great advantage over the North. Unity of purpose and action, concentration of power, have the practical value of vast forces in themselves.

The North, not having been alarmed by the growth and approaches of slavery heretofore, has never been deeply and thoroughly stirred. She has been influenced by abstractions and sentiment, rather than by the power of direct interest; and she has seldom seen any practical good to be accomplished by agitation. But let this bill become a law, and you convince her that it is true—as some have asserted, but the many denied—that slavery is aggressive, boldly, badly aggressive; that it knows no law, regards no compacts, keeps no faith, and derides those who trust it; you unite the whole North by the motives of interest, and by a sense of injury and deep wrong, as well as by the promptings of a generous sentiment. You do that which will tend, more than all things else, to array a fierce and unrelenting opposition to your institution wherever it can be reached under the Constitution. And why will such opposition be arrayed? From the irresistible promptings of self-preservation; for, in this event, the North will be forced to believe that the time has come when slavery must be crippled, or freedom go to the wall.

Mr. Chairman, I have felt bound to speak truly and faithfully what I feel and fear. It can afford me no pleasure to witness or participate in the controversy that must arise if this measure shall prevail. I would avert it, if possible, as I would prevent the dissolution of the Whig party. Sir, there was no National Whig party to be dissolved. Well, gentlemen, it must be as your course shall constrain; and if you will have it so, it only remains for us of the North to bid you a "long good night."

And what then,—what then? In 1848 Daniel Webster told the farmers of Plymouth county, in the old Bay State, that there was no North; but, it will be remembered, that he predicted, at the same time, that there would be a North. Let this bill become a law, and prophecy will not fail on the way to fulfillment. There will be a North; and I think you will be at no loss to discover where it is, and in no doubt as to the position of northern Whigs. How can you believe that we can remain with you? Pray consider what it is, and what it implies. It opens up the wide regions of Kansas and Nebraska—an area nearly as large as is occupied by the free States of this Union, and dividing them from the Pacific ocean to the institution of slavery; nay, it invites it to go there. It reverses the ancient policy of the Government, which was restriction, and inaugurates a new policy, that of slavery extension. It presents considerations which will meet us everywhere, on sea and shore, in our fields of enterprise, in our places of business, at our thresholds and firesides. No evasions, no subterfuges, no compromises will be left to which men can resort, or upon which they can rely. No one will be so blind as not to see that, with this new policy, this invitation, slavery will be carried at once into Kansas, as well adapted to its occupancy as Kentucky, Missouri, or the half of Virginia; carried there for political, if not for economical reasons, and that, once introduced under such circumstances, possessing such "coigne of vantage," it will be permanently established there. Sir, the North will—for she must—oppose this measure to the end. And in the business of this measure, or restoration, if it shall come to that, she will labor firmly, self-loving, and, I doubt not, effectively. Mr. Chairman, the aggression will be stayed, the tide will be rolled back, and the ancient policy of the Government confirmed—RESTRICTION IN THE TERRITORIES, NON-INTERVENTION IN THE STATES. To doubt it were to admit, indeed, that there is no North, and no hope of a North; it were to admit a degeneracy in her people more swift, more thorough and momentous, than ever marked the history of any other people since the birth of time; it were to confess the descendents of Hancock, Adams, Warren, and Franklin, of Sherman, Livingston, and old Putnam, to have disappeared; to admit that it were to admit that slavery has the indwelling, central power of immortal truth; that liberty is but a name, and the love of it a phantasy—a delusion. But, sir, we will not doubt it. We know that in all human affairs there are seasons of reaction and of reaction, of victory and defeat. But we also know that, in the end, nothing shall prevail against truth; and no verity is more grand, more immutable, than this: "**There is nothing on earth divine beside humanity.**"